
 
 
 
 
 
Two Icons, One Story: Montblanc Launches Multi-Year Ferrari 
Partnership   
 
Luxury Maison will present a series of new products that underscore the continued commitment to 
craftsmanship and innovation of the iconic Italian automobile marque. 
 

 
 
Montblanc and Ferrari, two leaders in luxury, have entered a partnership that will see the development and 
introduction of new writing instruments. The collaboration will span multiple different projects, with every 
product created by Montblanc craftspeople with the suggestions of the Ferrari team, upholding both 
companies’ passion for craftsmanship, innovation and performance, using fine materials and innovative 
design to tell stories that move. The collaboration is driven by What Moves You, Makes You, Montblanc’s 
brand ethos and mission to inspire people to express their full potential by doing what truly moves them, 
rather than following a more conventional path to success.  
 

 “By bringing together two iconic brands, we are writing a new chapter in luxury craftsmanship, starting 
with telling the story of the visionary Enzo Ferrari. While Montblanc originated in the culture of writing and 
Ferrari in the art of motor racing, both companies have innovation, design and performance firmly 
embedded in their own DNA. This partnership is about boldly unleashing these attributes over the coming 
years to create products that will inspire others," says Nicolas Baretzki, Montblanc CEO. 
 
The partnership between the brands officially launches with a tribute to the Founding Spirit of Enzo Ferrari 
and the introduction of the Great Characters Enzo Ferrari Edition, a collection of writing instruments crafted 
by Montblanc that celebrate the life and legacy of Enzo Ferrari, the Italian motor racing driver, entrepreneur 
and founder of the Ferrari automobile marque. Every design detail of the writing instruments evokes the 
achievements and character of the pioneer of speed and automotive engineering. 
“There is no better place than Museo Enzo Ferrari – the birthplace of our Fondatore - to celebrate today’s 
partnership between Ferrari and Montblanc. Our first project together, dedicated to our Company’s 
founder, has the perfect beginning in Enzo Ferrari’s hometown and in the Museum which honours Ferrari’s 



 
 
 
 
 
long history and achievements. I have no doubt that this will be the first of many collaborations together.” 
says Nicola Boari, Chief Brand Diversification Officer 
 
To celebrate the partnership, Montblanc and Ferrari hosted a global launch event in Modena, Italy, the 
home of Ferrari and birthplace of Enzo Ferrari on October 27, 2021.  The Great Characters Enzo Ferrari 
Edition was introduced by Piero Ferrari, Enzo’s son and Ferrari Vice Chairman to guests including English 
fashion model and tv presenter Jodie Kidd and Spanish professional Formula 1 driver Marc Gené. The 
experience featured different elements including a Writing Experience at the actual desk of the great Enzo 
Ferrari, a Ferrari driving moment aboard a state-of-the-art Ferrari F1 simulator, and a visual experience that 
took guests through the rich innovation heritage of both brands. World-renowned chef Massimo Bottura 
designed a unique gourmet experience, and band Phly Boyz entertained guests with a live performance. 
 
 
The Montblanc Great Characters Enzo Ferrari Edition is available from November at Montblanc boutiques 
worldwide and online.  For more information visit www.montblanc.com 
 
About Montblanc 

Synonymous with excellence in craftsmanship and design, Montblanc has been pushing the boundaries of 
innovation ever since the Maison first revolutionized the culture of writing in 1906. Ingenuity and 
imagination continue to be driving forces for the Maison today as it advances its expression of fine 
craftsmanship across product categories: luxury writing instruments, watches, leather goods, new 
technologies and accessories.  Reflecting upon its ongoing mission to create fine lifetime companions born 
from bold ideas and expertly crafted through the skills of the Maison’s artisans, the iconic Montblanc 
Emblem has become the ultimate seal of performance, quality and an expression of sophisticated style. 
With its origins deeply rooted in the culture of handwriting, Montblanc continues to assert its cultural 
commitment around the world honouring modern day patrons who support the advancement of the arts, 
as well as wide-ranging initiatives that promote arts and culture. 

http://www.montblanc.com/

